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We study the appearance of multiple solutions to certain decompositions of Einstein’s constraint
equations. Pfeiffer and York recently reported the existence of two branches of solutions for a particular
family of background data in the extended conformal thin-sandwich decomposition. We show that the
Hamiltonian constraint alone, when expressed in a certain way, admits two branches of solutions with
properties very similar to those found by Pfeiffer and York. We construct these two branches analytically
for a constant-density star in spherical symmetry, but argue that this behavior is more general. In the case
of the Hamiltonian constraint this nonuniqueness is well known to be related to the sign of one particular
term, and we argue that the extended conformal thin-sandwich equations contain a similar term that causes
the breakdown of uniqueness.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.044009 PACS numbers: 04.20.Ex, 04.20.Cv, 04.25.Dm
I. INTRODUCTION
With the help of a 3 1 decomposition Einstein’s equa-
tions can be split into a set of constraint equations and a set
of evolution equations [1,2]. The four constraint equa-
tions—one in the Hamiltonian constraint and three in the
momentum constraint—constrain the induced spatial met-
ric gij and the extrinsic curvature Kij on spatial hyper-
surfaces representing instants of constant coordinate time t.
The constraint equations constrain only four of these initial
variables; the remaining ones are freely specifiable and
have to be chosen independently before the constraint
equations can be solved. A decomposition of the initial
data separates the freely specifiable variables from the
constrained ones. Given a particular decomposition, the
construction of initial data then entails making well-
motivated choices for the freely specifiable independent
background data and then solving the constraint equations
for the constrained variables.
The conformal thin-sandwich decomposition has
emerged as a particularly popular decomposition among
numerical relativists, especially for the construction of
quasiequilibrium data (see, e.g., the reviews [3,4] and a
brief discussion below). This variation of the original (non-
conformal) thin-sandwich decomposition [5–7] was for-
mally developed by York [8] (see also [9]), but more
restricted versions had been introduced earlier [10,11]. It
has been used, for example, for the construction of binary
neutron stars (e.g. [12–15]), binary black holes (e.g. [16–
20]) and black hole-neutron star binaries ([21–23]).
Given this wealth of experience with the conformal thin-
sandwich decomposition, it came as quite a surprise when
Pfeiffer and York ([24], hereafter PY) recently discovered
nonuniqueness in the solution of the conformal thin-
sandwich system. Even for ‘‘small‘‘ independent back-
ground data, which one would expect to generate gravita-
tional initial data close to a flat slice of flat spacetime, the
so-called ‘‘extended’’ set of conformal thin-sandwich data
allowed for two branches of solutions. One of these two
branches has comparatively weak gravitational fields and
indeed approaches flat space in the limit of vanishing
background data, while the second strong-field branch
approaches a singular solution.
The work of PY provided numerical evidence for the
existence of two branches of solutions for one particular
class of background solutions, however, it did not provide
any insight into the cause for this behavior or its genericity.
In this paper we deepen the understanding of the observed
nonuniqueness properties in several ways. We consider a
spherically symmetric, constant-density star and construct
analytically two branches of solutions that share some of
the characteristics of the solutions found by PY. This toy
model illustrates the properties of these two branches of
solutions, and demonstrates that the findings of PY are
independent of their particular choice of background
data; in fact, we conjecture that the nonuniqueness is
intrinsic to the extended conformal thin-sandwich system.
We extend the analysis to study non-constant-density so-
lutions in spherical symmetry, and show that the behavior
found explicitly for the constant-density star is generic. For
our spherically symmetric solutions the nonuniqueness of
solutions is caused by a particular term having the ‘‘wrong
sign’’ (see, e.g. [2]), and we argue that the nonuniqueness
found in the extended conformal thin-sandwich equations
may be caused by a similar term.
We note also that certain constrained evolution schemes
[25,26] solve a set of elliptic equations at every timestep
which is very similar to the extended conformal thin-
sandwich equations. These authors observed occasional
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failure of their elliptic solvers in the strong-field regime,
and it was argued [26,27] that this failure is caused by the
‘‘wrong sign’’ in the maximal slicing condition. Additional
nonuniqueness issues may arise from the choice of bound-
ary conditions at black hole horizons [28].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review the conformal thin-sandwich decomposition. We
then consider the Hamiltonian constraint in spherical sym-
metry in Sec. III. First, in Sec. III A, we construct analytic
solutions for constant-density stars and show that these
solutions consist of two branches with properties very
similar to the solutions found by PY. Subsequently, in
Sec. III B, we prove that at least some of these properties
persist for arbitrary spherically symmetric solutions. In
Sec. IV we briefly summarize our findings and discuss
their implications for numerical relativity efforts.
II. THE CONFORMAL THIN-SANDWICH
DECOMPOSITIONS
Conformal decompositions of the constraint equations
start with a conformal transformation of the spatial metric,
gij   4~gij, where  is the conformal factor and ~gij the
conformally related metric. The Hamiltonian constraint
then becomes an equation for the conformal factor
 
~r 2  1
8
~R  1
12
K2 5  1
8
 7 ~Aij ~Aij  2 5  0:
(1)
Here ~r and ~R are the covariant derivative and the trace of
the Ricci tensor associated with ~gij, and the extrinsic
curvature is decomposed into its trace K and the confor-
mally related trace-free part ~Aij,
 Kij   10 ~Aij  1
3
gijK: (2)
For completeness we have also included the matter source
  nanbTab, where na is the normal on the spatial hyper-
surface and Tab the stress-energy tensor, and where sum-
mation is carried out over four spacetime indices.
The matter term as written in Eq. (1) has the defect [2]
that its positive sign combined with the positive exponent
of  prevent use of the maximum principle to prove local
uniqueness of solutions. Therefore, it is not immediately
clear that solutions to Eq. (1) are unique (indeed, we show
in Sec. III, that often they are not unique). This defect can
be cured [2] by introduction of a conformally scaled matter
density ~   8; taking ~  0 as freely specifiable data,
the matter term in Eq. (1) becomes 2 3 ~. Because of
the sign-change in the exponent, this term is now well-
behaved and the maximum principle is applicable. We will
use Eq. (1) with the unscaled  as a toy example in Sec. III
below. Besides that, we are only interested in vacuum
space-times and therefore do not include matter terms in
the rest of this Section.
The conformal metric ~gij, meanwhile, is freely specifi-
able. In the conformal thin-sandwich decompositions, the
time derivative of the conformal metric, ~uij  @t~gij is also
considered freely specifiable. Using the evolution equation
for the spatial metric we can relate ~uij to ~Aij,
 
~A ij  1
2 ~N
~Lij  ~uij; (3)
where the conformal (or densitized) lapse ~N is related to
the lapse N by N   6 ~N. Inserting this expression into the
momentum constraint yields
 
~r j

1
2 ~N
~Lij

 2
3
 6 ~riK  ~rj

1
2 ~N
~uij

 0 (4)
where ~Lij  2~rij  2=3~gij ~rkk is the conformal
longitudinal operator.
There are two versions of the conformal thin-sandwich
approach. In the standard conformal thin-sandwich equa-
tions, one specifies ~gij; ~uij;K; ~N and suitable matter-
terms, if applicable. Given these background variables,
Eq. (1) and (4) (together with (3)) can be solved for the
conformal factor  and the shift i, which completes the
set of initial data.
For maximal slices, K  0, Eqs. (1) and (4) decouple, so
that Eq. (4) can be considered first. For any given strictly
positive ~N, this equation is a linear elliptic equation so that
the existence of a unique solution i is guaranteed. This is
a key motivation for the entire structure and is discussed in
[8,9]. Equation (1)—with zero matter density —be-
comes the standard Lichnerowicz equation for the confor-
mal factor [29] and again has a unique solution as long as
the base metric is in the positive Yamabe class.
In the extended system one regards @tK instead of ~N as
freely specifiable. The lapse can then be solved for from
the trace of the evolution equation for the extrinsic curva-
ture, which often is written as
 
~r 2 ~N 7   ~N 7
 ~R
8
 5
12
K4 4  7
8
 8 ~Aij ~Aij

  5@tK  k@kK: (5)
The independent background data now are
~gij; ~uij;K; @tK (and suitable matter terms, if applicable)
and we solve five coupled elliptic Eqs. (1), (4), and (5) for
the conformal factor  , the shift i and the lapse N. This
extended system has become very popular in numerical
relativity because the ability to set the time derivatives ~uij
and @tK to zero provides a means of constructing quasi-
equilibrium data.
However, PY demonstrated that the extended conformal
thin-sandwich equations behave very differently from the
standard set, even for K  0  @tK. Specifically, they
found two branches of solutions for the same choices of
free data.
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We wish to point out that Eq. (5) is written in a mis-
leading way. As written, it appears that the maximum
principle can be used for Eq. (5). However, ~Aij contains
the lapse itself, cf. Equation (3); displaying this depen-
dence explicitly results in
 
~r2 ~N 7  7
32
 6
 ~N 7 
~Lij  ~uij~Lij  ~uij
  ~N 7

1
8
~R 5
12
K4 4

  5@tK  k@kK: (6)
The first line of this equation has the structure
 
~r 2 ~N 7  f ~N 71
with non-negative coefficient f. The sign of f combined
with the negative exponent of  ~N 7 in the second term
prevents application of the maximum principle, as did the
unscaled density term in the Hamiltonian constraint (1).
We believe that this term might very well be responsible
for the complex behavior exhibited by the extended con-
formal thin-sandwich equations. To support our claim, we
analyze the Hamiltonian constraint (1) with an unscaled
density in Sec. III below. We construct an analytic solution
in spherical symmetry and explicitly show the existence of
two branches of solutions with properties very similar to
those reported by PY.
III. HAMILTONIAN CONSTRAINT WITH
UNSCALED MATTER DENSITY
As we discussed above, the Hamiltonian constraint
Eq. (1) with unscaled matter density is not amenable to
the maximum principle, and it turns out to be interesting
investigate consequences of this fact. We consider the
initial value problem at a moment of time-symmetry,Kij 
0, so that the momentum constraint is satisfied identically.
Assuming further conformal flatness and spherical sym-
metry, the Hamiltonian constraint Eq. (1) reduces to
 r2  2 5  0; (7a)
with  > 0 and with boundary conditions
 
@ 
@r
 0; r  0; (7b)
 ! 1; r! 1; (7c)
where r2  @2=@r2  2=r@=@r represents the flat-space
Laplacian, and we assume a density profile r  0.
A. The constant-density star
First we will consider a constant-density star of (confor-
mal) radius R and mass-density
 r 

0; r < R;
0; r > R:
(8)
We will take R to be fixed, and examine the solutions of
this equation as we vary 0. Thus, 0 plays the role of the
‘‘amplitude’’ of the perturbation away from trivial initial
data.
Solutions of Eq. (7a)–(7c) in the interior of the star can
be found with the help of the so-called Sobolev functions
 ur  R
1=2
r2  R2	1=2 ; (9)
which satisfy
 r2u  3u5: (10)
Considering the function Cu, we find that this function
satisfies Eq. (7a) for any choice of , given that C 
20=31=4. Indeed any solution  to Eqs. (7a)–(7c)
must be of this form in the interior of the star: The function
Cu  with   C2  0	2 has the same value and deriva-
tive as  at the origin, and as we show in the next section,
this implies that   Cu  throughout the interior of the
star.
In the exterior, the only solutions of the flat-space
Laplace equation with asymptotic value unity are the
functions =r 1, for some parameter . Consequently,
any solution to Eq. (7a)–(7c) must be a member of the
family of functions
 r 

Cur; r < R

r  1; r > R (11)
with C given above, and ,  real parameters. The pa-
rameters  and  are determined by continuity of  and its
first derivative at the surface of the star,
 

R
 1  CuR; (12)
  
R2
 Cu0R; (13)
where a prime denotes @=@r. Eliminating , we find that 
has to satisfy
 0R2  32f
2; (14)
where
 f  
5
1 23 : (15)
Given a value for  we can find  from (12) or (13), which
then completely specifies a solution to (7a)–(7c).
The nonuniqueness of the solutions arises through the
properties of the function f. We can see immediately
that f approaches zero for both ! 0 and ! 1. For
a sufficiently small value of 0R2 in (14) we may therefore
pick either a small or a large value of , which, as we will
show below, corresponds to either a strong-field or a weak-
field solution.
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Examining f more carefully, we see that it takes its
maximum at c 

5
p
. Therefore, Eq. (14) has no solution
if 0 is larger than the critical value
 c  32R2 f
2c  32R2
55
66

 0:0320
R2
: (16)
At the critical density Eq. (14) has exactly one solution,
  c, while below the critical density there are two
solutions; one with < c and one with > c. This
behavior is in complete analogy to the behavior of the
extended conformal thin-sandwich system examined in PY.
Having just derived all solutions to Eq. (7a)–(7c), we
now discuss their properties in more detail. It turns out to
be convenient to parametrize these solutions by . Each
value of  corresponds to precisely one solution with 0
given by Eq. (14). Both limiting cases, ! 0 and ! 1
correspond to the limit of vanishing mass-density (see
Eq. (14)).
We begin by computing the ADM-energy, which can be
found using Eq. (12),
 E  2  2
2
R: (17)
For large , the ADM-energy tends to zero and we recover
flat space. In the limit ! 0, however, the energy grows
without bound, despite the fact that ! 0 as ! 0. This
establishes the > c branch as the weak-field branch,
and < c as the strong-field branch. We show a graph of
the energy as a function of density in Fig. 1.
Next we consider the rest mass M of the star, which is
given by
 M 
Z
r<R
0

g
p
dV 
Z R
0
0 64r2dr
 3
45
 5  1 23 arctan1	R; (18)
where we have used Eq. (14) to eliminate 0. This ex-
pression has the limiting values
 M 
 3
5
R for ! 0; (19)
 M 
 2
2
R for ! 1: (20)
The weak-field limit ! 1 corresponds to the limit in
which the star has vanishing mass, whereas the strong-field
limit ! 0 results in a star with unbounded mass, even
though the density itself approaches zero. This behavior is
caused by the fact that the conformal factor, and hence the
proper volume inside the stellar radius R diverges more
rapidly than the rate at which the density 0 vanishes.
We point out that for all > 0 we have E<M, so that
the star has negative binding energy as expected. In the
Newtonian limit ! 1 we recover the Newtonian bind-
ing energy,
 EM 
  12
54
R 
  3
5
M2
R
; (21)
where we have used Eq. (20) in the second step.
Finally, we locate the apparent horizons in this family of
initial data sets. For a time-symmetric hypersurface, ap-
parent horizons coincide with maximal surfaces, which in
spherical symmetry and conformal flatness are given by the
roots of
 
@ 
@r
  
2r
 0: (22)
For > 1, no roots to this equation exist, so that the initial
data surface does not contain an apparent horizon. For <
1, two roots exist, one in the interior of the star at r  R,
and one in the exterior at r  R=2. The latter one is the
outermost extremal surface, which is the apparent horizon.
Both extremal surfaces merge on the surface of the star for
  1. The density, ADM-energy and rest mass at forma-
tion of the apparent horizon are 0j1  3=128R2 

0:0075R2, E  2R, and Mj1  3R=2 
 4:71R.
We now turn our attention to the critical point. Around
its maximum f behaves like a parabola, therefore
  c / c  01=2: (23)
Energy and mass at the critical point are
 Ec  25R; (24)
 
10-4 10-3 10-2
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
101
ADM-energy E/R
Rest  mass M/R
ρ0R
2
Apparent Horizons
FIG. 1 (color online). ADM-energy and rest mass as function
of 0R2 for the constant-density star of Sec. III A.
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 Mc  18125 9

5
p
arctan1= 5p   5R 
 0:499R; (25)
respectively. Since @E=@  0 there, the energy also
changes parabolically with 0,
 E Ec /  c / c  01=2: (26)
This parabolic behavior is apparent in Fig. 1.
At the critical point the local uniqueness of solutions
must break down, since the two branches meet there. For
this to happen, the linearized operator must have a non-
trivial solution at the critical point. The linearization of
Eq. (7a)–(7c) reads
 r2  100 4  0; (27a)
with boundary conditions
 
@ 
@r
 0; r  0 (27b)
  ! 0; r! 1: (27c)
We will now construct all solutions of Eq. (27a)–(27c).
While doing so, we consider 0 as given and fixed. If  
0 is the only solution, then the kernel of this equation is
trivial, and solutions to the nonlinear Eq. (7a)–(7c) are
locally unique. As just argued, at the critical point this will
not be the case, and there must be a nonzero solution of
Eq. (27a)–(27c). As it turns out, we can construct this
solution analytically.
The key to solving Eq. (27a)–(27c) are again the
Sobolev functions u. Recall that   Cu satisfies
Eq. (7a)–(7c) in the interior of the star for any value of
. We can therefore take the derivative of Eq. (7a)–(7c)
with respect to  and find
 r2 @u
@
 100C4u4 @u@  0: (28)
Choosing  to be a solution of (14), so that it is consistent
with 0, we can identify C4u4   4, and Eq. (28) reduces
to Eq. (27a). Consequently, any function A@u=@, with 
given by (14) and A an arbitrary constant, satisfies
Eq. (27a). This forms a one-parameter family of functions,
all of which automatically satisfy the differential equation
Eqs. (27a) and the boundary condition (27b) in the interior.
Solutions  in the exterior must satisfy the Laplace
equation and the outer boundary condition (27c), i.e. they
must take the form B=r for some constant B. Since this is a
one-parameter family of solutions, we have found all
solutions to Eqs. (27a) and (27c) in the exterior.
To find a global solution  we now have to find
constants A and B so that the interior solution A@u=@
matches the exterior solution B=r continuously in both the
functions and their first derivatives at the stellar radius r 
R. As expected, nontrivial solutions with nonzero A and B
exist only at the critical point   c. There, the solution
 takes the form
  cr /
8<
:
5R2r2
r25R23=2 ; r < R
4
63=2r
; r > R
(29)
and it is easy to verify that it indeed satisfies Eq. (27a)–
(27c) at the critical point.
B. Results for general   0
A fully worked out example like the constant-density
star presented above is very instructive. However, the
example itself does not provide any indication whether
its behavior is generic. In this Section we prove theorems
valid for general   0 with compact support, indicating
that the behavior found for the constant-density star is
indeed generic for the Hamiltonian constraint with un-
scaled matter density. We will first show that for suffi-
ciently ‘‘large’’ matter-densities , no solution exists.
We will then consider the critical point and show that
if a critical point exists, the solution must vary paraboli-
cally close to it, as did the constant-density star,
cf. Equation (23). Finally, we will prove a result which
was stated above to show that all solutions to the constant-
density star have been found: If two functions each satisfy-
ing Eqs. (7a) and (7c) have the same value at the origin,
then they are identical.
We start with some preliminaries. Rewriting the
Laplacian in Eq. (7a)–(7c) we find
   r 00  2r 5  0: (30)
Therefore the combination   r 0 is monotonically de-
creasing and bounded from below by its asymptotic value
for large r,
  r 0  1: (31)
Furthermore, integrating Eq. (7a)–(7c) over a sphere of
radius R we find
 4R2 0R  2
Z
R
 5dV: (32)
Since   0 and  > 0 we have  0  0, so that  is a
decreasing function of radius, which is bounded from
below by its asymptotic value,   1.
We can now show that for sufficiently large  Eq. (7a)–
(7c) does not admit strictly positive solutions  . Solving
Eq. (32) for  0R and substituting into Eq. (31) we find
 2R R  1	 
Z
R
 5dV   R5k
Z
R
 kdV; (33)
for any k  5, where the last inequality follows from  0 
0. Rearranging terms we obtain
 
1
R
Z
R
 kdV  2 R  1
 R5k : (34)
The right hand side of this inequality is bounded indepen-
dently of the value of  R by the biggest value of the
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function
 gkx  2 x 1x5k (35)
for x  1. For k  4, this function is bounded by
 gkx  Ck  2 4 k
4k
5 k5k ; (36)
so that any solution  satisfies the integral bounds
 
1
R
Z
R
 kdV  Ck (37)
for any k  4. For a given k, the bound Ck is independent
of R. For positive k, 0< k  4, this inequality constrains
how large solutions can be. For example,
 C4  1R
Z
R
 4dV   R
4
R
Z
R
dV (38)
implies
 R  C1=44

1
R
Z
R
dV
1=4
; (39)
which is a bound of how quickly the ‘‘upper’’ branch can
diverge as ! 0.
For k  0, the inequality (37) becomes independent of
 : If a solution  exists for a certain , then
 
1
R
Z
R
dV  2 4
4
55

 0:163: (40)
Equation (40) holds for any R for any strictly positive
solution of Eq. (7a)–(7c), therefore if a density distribution
r satisfies
 mR 
Z
R
dV > 2
44
55
R (41)
even for one R, then no regular solution to the Hamiltonian
constraint Eq. (7a)–(7c) exists for this density.
For the constant-density star, mr is largest at the
surface of the star, r  R, where
 mR  0
Z
R
4r2dr  4
3
0R
3: (42)
Equation (41) then gives the necessary bound 0 &
0:0389=R2 for the existence of solutions. Comparison
with the exact critical density c  0:0320=R2 from
Eq. (16) reveals that the upper bound of the theorem is
only 20 per cent larger than the exact critical density (see
also Fig. 1).
Let us now examine the character of the critical point.
We take a smooth sequence of non-negative densities, ,
such that   0 when   0. We then look for a smooth
sequence of solutions   to Eq. (7a)–(7c) with the density
 given by , starting from   1 at   0. The Implicit
Function Theorem tells us that as long as the linearized
equation, Eq. (27a)–(27c),
 r2  10 4  0; (43a)
with boundary conditions
 
@ 
@r
 0; r  0 (43b)
  ! 0; r! 1: (43c)
has no nontrivial solution, then the full nonlinear equation
 r2   2 5  0; (44a)
with boundary conditions
 
@ 
@r
 0; r  0; (44b)
  ! 1; r! 1; (44c)
has a regular solution which changes smoothly as a func-
tion of .
The obvious question to ask is what happens if the
sequence approaches the point where the first kernel of
Eq. (43a)–(43c) appears.1 Let us assume this happens at
0. The trick is to consider the limiting process rather than
the limit point itself. We know that when   0 the
equation
 r2 100 40  0; (45)
has a positive solution , going to zero at infinity. This is
the ground state of a Schro¨dinger equation, because it is the
first appearance of a kernel, hence it has no nodes, and thus
it can be chosen to be everywhere positive.
We now differentiate Eq. (44a) with respect to  (at any
 < 0 to find
 r2 d 
d
 10 4
d 
d
 2d
d
 5: (46)
Multiplying Eq. (45) by d =d, Eq. (46) by  and sub-
tracting the results we obtain
 
r 
d 
d
r rd 
d

 d 
d
r2 r2 d 
d
 10 4  0 40
d 
d

 2d
d
 5: (47)
Next we wish to integrate this equation over the whole
space. Let us assume that  has compact support, or, at
least, falls off rapidly at infinity. Both  and d =d fall
off at infinity like 1=r and their first derivatives fall off like
1Clearly there are sequences  for which this never happens,
e.g.   0.
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1=r2. This means that the total divergence upon integration
becomes a surface term, and the integrand falls off like
1=r3. Therefore the integral vanishes. We get
 5
Z
 4  0 40
d 
d
dV 
Z d
d
 5dV  0:
(48)
Consider this in the limit as ! 0. The second term
tends to the constant
 I 
Z d
d
0 
5
0dV: (49)
Note that both  and  0 depend only on 0 , and not its
derivative. Therefore, changing d=dj0 via
  !   v 0 (50)
for any function vr will change I as
 I ! I 
Z
v 50dV: (51)
Clearly, except for special instances, I will be nonzero. Let
us now assume this generic case, I  0. In the limit !
0, the second term in Eq. (48) becomes the nonzero
constant I , whereas the first term seems to go to zero.
This cannot be and thus we are forced to conclude that the
limiting process as ! 0 must be somehow singular.
The only thing that can possibly go bad is that
d =d! 1. Not only has it to blow up, it must do so
over an extended region. This is the only way that the
integral, in the limit, can go to a nonzero value. Let us
assume
 
d 
d
/ 0  p (52)
for some negative power p < 0. This implies
    0 / 0  p1: (53)
Consider now the term
 
 4  0 40    0 4  0 3   2 0
   20   30    0 (54)
in the first integral in Eq. (48). The first term on the right
hand side scales as 0   as the critical point is ap-
proached, whereas the second one scales as  0p1.
Because p 1< 1, the second term dominates, and the
full integrand scales as
  4  0 40
d 
d
/ 0  p10  p (55)
close to the critical point. In the generic case, the integral
has to approach the finite, nonzero value I in the limit !
0, which can only happen if p  1=2. Therefore, the
solution must vary parabolically,
    0 /  01=2: (56)
This is exactly the behavior we have seen in the constant-
density star model and also with what Pfeiffer and York
[24] observed.
This parabolic nature of solutions near the critical point
can be demonstrated explicitly even in the non spherically
symmetric case by using Lyapunov-Schmidt techniques
[30]. We conjecture that a second branch of solutions exists
beyond the critical point as a consequence of this parabolic
behavior. We have seen this explicitly for the constant-
density stars, and we again refer to [30] for a more general
treatment.
So far we have shown that there are distributions r for
which no solutions of Eq. (7a)–(7c) exist, and based on the
parabolic nature of the solutions at the critical point we
have conjectured that there are distributions for which
exactly two solutions exist. We do not know whether this
is generic.
Having moved past the first critical point, an open
question is whether another critical point is reached.
Immediately past the first critical point,  does not change,
but the conformal factor increases. In the language of the
Schro¨dinger equation this means that the potential deepens
and the zero-energy ground state becomes a bound state
with negative energy. As one moves away from the critical
point along the upper branch one is moving ‘‘back‘‘ toward
smaller , and so we expect  to decrease while  
continues to increase. One could have that  5 increases
enough that the first excited state appears with zero energy,
or that  5 decreases again so that the ground state be-
comes a zero-energy state again. In either case, the system
reaches another critical point and the solution curve may
turn again. Alternatively,  5 may be such that neither of
these two cases happens and the solution continues on all
the way to   0. This last alternative occurs for the
constant-density star, as we have shown by explicit calcu-
lation; however, we do not know whether this behavior is
generic.
Finally, we show that if we have two positive solutions
 1 and  2 to Eq. (7a)–(7c) whose maxima agree, then they
are identical. To prove this we first note that the maxima of
both must occur at r  0. The maximum principle tells us
that there cannot be a positive minimum, therefore there
can only be one maximum, and therefore it must occur at
the origin. Therefore at r  0, the two functions  1 and  2
agree, their first derivatives both vanish, and the second
derivatives are equal (from Eq. (7a)–(7c)). By differentiat-
ing Eq. (7a)–(7c), one can show that all the derivatives of
the two functions agree at r  0. If the functions were
analytic, we were done. However, there is no reason to
expect that this be true. We need a more subtle argument.
Track  1 and  2 as they move out from the origin. If
they remain the same all the way to infinity, we are done.
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Instead, let us assume that at some point  1 > 2.
Therefore we must encounter a region in which d 1 
 2=dr > 0 and  1   2 > 0 and inside this region  1 
 2. Take a point in this region, call it R0. Consider the
equations satisfied by  1 and  2, subtract one from the
other and integrate over the ball of radius R0. We get
 
Z
R0
r2 1   2dV  2
Z
R0
 51   52dV  0: (57)
The Laplacian becomes a boundary term, which is positive,
because the gradient of the difference is positive at R0,
while the bulk term is also non-negative. This cannot be, so
therefore the initial assumption that the functions are dif-
ferent must be incorrect.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we investigate the reason for nonunique-
ness in the extended conformal thin-sandwich equations
[24]. We argue that a term with the ‘‘wrong sign’’ in the
elliptic equation determining the lapse, Eq. (6), is the cause
for nonuniqueness. The sign of this particular term is
such that the maximum principle cannot be applied to
prove local uniqueness of solutions. We support our
claim by examining a simpler equation having a term
with an analogous ‘‘wrong sign’’, namely, the the Hamil-
tonian constraint with unscaled [2] matter source 
(cf. Equation (1)). Specializing to constant-density stars
we construct analytical solutions. We find two branches of
solutions—a weak-field and a strong-field branch—with
properties that are remarkably similar to those found by
PY.
We comment briefly that solutions to the original con-
formal thin-sandwich decomposition, consisting of the
Hamiltonian constraint (1) and the momentum constraint
(4) only, are unique [8,24,31–34]. PY found multiple
solutions only for the extended conformal thin-sandwich
decomposition, which includes the lapse Eq. (5) in addition
to the two constraints. This, too, suggests that the non-
uniqueness is caused by the lapse equation, in accordance
with our findings.
Our findings are certainly relevant for numerical work:
If one wants to solve the extended conformal thin-
sandwich equations, then apparently, the possibility of
finding two solutions is unavoidable. Whether this will
pose a problem for numerical work is less clear.
Sufficiently far away from the critical point, the solutions
along the upper and lower branch are significantly differ-
ent, and it should be obvious which solution is desired
(generally the ‘‘lower’’ one, which reduces to flat space for
trivial free data). Many different researchers have solved
the extended conformal thin-sandwich equations without
problems [12–22] and have obtained a solution with sat-
isfactory properties. However, past success is no guarantee
for future success, and for choices of free data which may
be interesting in the future, nonuniqueness issues could
very well arise, especially if one is interested in solutions
which happen to be ‘‘close’’ to the critical point. Indeed, in
constrained evolutions schemes, which solve elliptic equa-
tions similar to the extended conformal thin-sandwich
equations, it was reported that the elliptic solver failed to
converge in near-critical collapse of Brill waves [25,26]. It
was further argued that this failure related to the ‘‘wrong
sign’’ in a term of the maximum slicing condition [26,27].
How precisely a numerical code behaves in such cases
depends very sensitively on its implementation. Some
algorithms may not converge at all, like the multigrid
schemes in [25,26], while other algorithms may converge
to one of the two solutions (e.g. the Newton-Raphson
method used in PY; cf. [35]). In the former case it may
be difficult to ascertain whether failure of the numerical
method is indeed due to nonuniqueness properties of the
underlying analytic problem (rather than a bug), whereas in
the latter case one is faced with the question of which of the
two solutions one wants, and how to ensure convergence
toward the desired solution.
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